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1.01 Good faith plays a vital role in the maintenance of justice within the system of international investment law. Tribunals rely on the principle when treaties fail to provide definitions that anticipate specific scenarios, such as in assessments of ‘investment’ or ‘investor’. Tribunals also refer to good faith when agreements grant them discretion to take decisions, such as in evidence and costs. Parties often argue that they have acted in good faith as a way of supporting their actions. Although investors and states rarely overtly act in bad faith, good faith often becomes a parameter in disputes.

1.02 This chapter first establishes the relevance of the principle of good faith in international investment law, and then explains the basic characteristics of good faith. The final part of the chapter introduces the methodology and organization of the book.

(p. 2) A. Good Faith and Its Use in International Investment Law

1.03 Good faith is a general principle of law. The application of the principle in investment arbitration, however, lacks consistency.

1. Modes of application
1.04 Tribunals often apply good faith based on language in the treaties and agreements. The most frequent application is in the fair and equitable treatment provision. This standard may imply conduct in good faith.

(p. 3) 1.05 Tribunals have deferred to the principle of good faith without express reference to the agreements. Tribunals often require compliance with the laws of the host state through the principle of good faith.

(p. 4) 1.06 However, in other instances, tribunals avoid referring to good faith and analyse the relevant actions based strictly on the express language of the treaty or agreement. A tribunal’s decision to apply or disregard the principle of good faith rests on how it perceives the relationship between principles of public international law and investment treaty law, and application of the complex relationship to the facts of the dispute. Although ‘international investment law is part of public international law’, there are differences in the approach to the relationship. The application of good faith is reliant on arbitrators from diverse legal backgrounds with diverse conceptions of the principle. The parties’ conceptions of the principle add another layer to the complexity.

2. Timing and the application of good faith

1.07 Good faith serves a role at every step of the international investment process. First, the state parties negotiate the treaty or agreement in good faith. Lack of good faith creates a potential later challenge to the validity of the treaty.

(p. 5) 1.08 Business decisions are made regarding treaty protections. Decisions to take advantage of treaties made prior to a dispute arising are in good faith, while decisions made after a dispute has arisen may be in bad faith. The inextricable connection between good faith and legitimate expectations, largely through the standard of fair and equitable treatment, sustains the investment. While the investor remains in the state, both the state and the investor make periodic decisions about the investment. Legislative and regulatory changes may be implemented in disregard of good faith expectations. Once the dispute has arisen, the parties are obliged to attempt an amicable settlement in good faith before initiating a hearing.

1.09 Turning to the proceedings themselves, the parties may have good faith obligations regarding submission of evidence, conduct in preparation for the hearings and during the hearings, and the duty to not initiate a second proceeding in a different forum. The tribunal ultimately has the authority to take the good or bad faith behaviour of the parties into account when making its final assessment of costs. There is a subjective element to those decisions, and the arbitrators’ own requirement to act within standards of good faith guides the process.

B. Investment Arbitration

1.10 Investment arbitration is young and its growing pains are apparent. It has only existed for little more than half a century as a forum for resolution of disputes between foreign investors and host states. As a system arising out of Treaties of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation (FCN)—which provided for state-to-state dispute settlement—the modern evolution of BITs allows investors to bring disputes against states.

1.11 Regulation of the procedure of arbitral dispute resolution by ICSID, ICSID (Additional Facilities) (AF), the United Nations Committee on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the International Court of Arbitration, the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (SCC), or another set of arbitration rules as provided in the treaty grounds the applicability of principles and the methods for application in the procedure. These procedural rules thus establish the structure of the system and the
treaties maintain the substance. The role of the principle of good faith supports both aspects.

1. The system of investment law

1.12 International investment law remains a live, evolving system impacted continually by new tribunal decisions, commentaries, and scholarly opinions. This provides a canvas for the development of principles and trends. The nearly 3,000 bilateral investment treaties (BITs) in force represent a complex web of bilateral relationships between states aimed at encouraging investment and peaceful settlement of disputes.19

1.13 The purposes of BITs are multilayered, arguably for both the legal protection of the investor and acquisition of foreign investment into the economy of the host state. BITs are designed to protect investors entering a state with legal recourse outside of the domestic courts of the jurisdiction in which they have invested.20 A state may sign a BIT or International Investment Agreement (IIA) for the purpose of attracting foreign investment into its territory, or for the purpose of protecting its investors.21 To a certain degree, BITs are designed to prevent a foreign investor from being discriminated against in a foreign court, but they also ensure the stability and predictability of the law under which the relationship is regulated.22 Local laws, however, remain a relevant aspect of the relationship.

1.14 BITs have become symbols of shared economic interests and global economic integration—more specifically with the flow of foreign direct investment (FDI). With the first wave of BITs signed during the 1970s and a later wave corresponding with the fall of the Soviet Union and the expansion of free market economies, these treaties served—and continue to serve—an important diplomatic purpose. They create a means of cooperation between investors and states.

1.15 As the web of treaties expanded, so did the number of domestic legal systems with interests in the system and the respective associations with specific principles. It was not until several decades into the regime that investors began to bring investment disputes against (p. 7) host states. The early disputes involved investors from wealthy democracies bringing claims against economically developing host states. Those disputes set the foundation for the later application and relevance of general principles. To a certain extent,23 a state no longer signs a BIT with any certainty of its role as either a host state or home state of the investments.24

1.16 Although the bilateral nature of investment agreements means that each treaty has somewhat distinct language, that language is hardly unique. Its recognition as a unified system is becoming more widely accepted.25 Overlap occurs between the treaties and agreements.26 The development of a system is also evidenced by the widespread use of previous investment tribunal decisions in later disputes.27 The use of general principles to support the system further enriches the creation of a system. Some authorities, however, suggest that the system lacks the integrity of a more developed legal regime and results in diverse language and one-off decisions that fail to establish uniformity.28

2. Public and private international law

1.17 Complexity with respect to the application of principles of international law arises out of the nature of investment arbitration at the intersection between private international law (p. 8) and public international law.29 The relationship between investment arbitration and public international law has varied over time. Arbitrators have different opinions about how it should be understood.30
1.18 The investor-state dispute resolution feature creates a more complicated application of general principles than is the case in state-to-state dispute settlement. Private investors are not bound to public international law in the same way as host states. Nonetheless, they are equally responsible for behaving in good faith. In treaties operating within the international realm, certain expectations and actions are required despite the status of investors under international law. Direct references to international law are one means of creating these obligations for investors.\footnote{1.18}

1.19 The obligations for both the host state and the investor to conduct the relationship in good faith emanate from more than just the general principles in public international law; they also arise from principles in private international law and legal requirements in national jurisdictions arising more pointedly out of contract law. The latter more specifically applies to the investor whose obligations cannot arise out of public international law, for example under the foreign investment law of a state.

C. Positioning Good Faith in International Law and Investment Arbitration

1.20 Underlying this study is the general acceptance of general principles of law in the investment arbitration context.\footnote{1.20} Kolb considers general principles to ‘allow the judge to blow some flexibility into the law to be applied and sometimes even to develop international law’.\footnote{1.20} Good faith requires this connection to have relevance in the context of investment decisions.

1.21 Each dispute arising under a bilateral treaty or multilateral agreement requires distinct consideration of the application of general principles. Some treaties allow for a more direct application of such principles, or make requirements that directly point to the principle. Thus, there are always exceptions to certain trends in applying general principles.

1.22 These general principles are often applied on the basis of ICSID Convention Article 42(1). The article provides that the tribunal may apply domestic law ‘and such rules of international law as may be applicable’. Schreuer notes in the Commentary to the ICSID Convention that even where parties have a ‘combined choice of the law of the host State and of international law [such choice] would produce a result similar to the residual rule (p. 9) of Article 42(1) second sentence’.\footnote{1.22} This provision was intended by the drafters to allow arbitrators to ‘set aside the applicable domestic law when it, or an action taken under it, violated international law’.\footnote{1.22}

1.23 At the origins of the ICSID Convention, the drafters considered the relevance of Article 42 to allow for certain gaps in the treaties or conventions to be filled with general principles of international law:\footnote{1.23} ‘The prevailing view on the relationship of international law to the host State law under the second sentence of Article 42(1) is the doctrine of supplemental and corrective function of international vis-a-vis domestic law.’\footnote{1.23}

1.24 This position was supported by the Klöckner ad hoc committee decision in 1986. In its consideration of Article 42(1) of the ICSID Convention, the ad hoc committee noted that the provision allowed ‘recourse to the “principles of international law” only after having inquired into and established the content of the law of the State party to the dispute ... and after having applied the relevant rules of the State’s law’.\footnote{1.24} International law, however, is not indiscriminately applied when it is unnecessary.\footnote{1.24}

1.25 Similarly, Article 1131(1) of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) provides that the tribunal ‘shall decide the issues in dispute in accordance with this
Agreement and applicable rules of international law’. Bilateral investment treaties may also give direct reference to international law, in particular ‘customary international law’. The application of general principles allows for international law to dynamically develop, as well as ‘increasing its unity by a web of interrelationship and of interdependencies’. It further allows for a level of ‘progress and responsiveness of international law to modern challenges’. It follows with the idea that ‘international law is a process—it is a system of constant renewal, dynamism and development’. Similarly, Henkin notes that

principles common to legal systems often reflect natural law principles that underlie international law ... if the law has not yet developed a concept to justify or explain how such general principles enter international law, resort to this ... source seems another example of the triumph of good sense and practical needs over the limitations of concepts and other abstractions.

1. Rule versus principle

1.27 Good faith operates within public international law as a principle. Some scholars conclude that it is ambiguous or is ‘serv[ing] a mediatory role’ between rule and principle. Good faith, however, being unable to function independently, cannot act as a rule. It functions as a principle by serving the role of balancing the law and attempting to achieve an optimal realization of it.

1.28 In the context of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) decisions where good faith has been applied, it is not considered an independent obligation. The ICJ has reaffirmed that it is ‘not in itself a source of obligation where none would otherwise exist’. The ICJ decisions maintain that good faith applies as a principle. In the Nuclear Tests Cases, the ICJ stated:

One basic principle governing the creation and performance of legal obligations, whatever their source, is the principle of good faith. Trust and confidence are inherent in international co-operation, in particular in an age when this co-operation in many fields is becoming increasingly essential.

1.29 As a general principle, good faith does not necessitate a specific decision and allows for application of argumentation and reasoning where no other options may exist: ‘Such a situation could either arise where it is impossible for a judge or arbitrator to find a solution in the positive law as to which of two contradictory norms should be applied or where simply no norm exists.’

1.30 Applied as a principle, good faith has an integral role in ‘informing and shaping the observance of existing rules of international law and in addition constraining the manner in which those rules may legitimately be exercised’. Good faith in this sense fits into the idea of meta-rules, applied as principles, which assist in the application of legal rules. These principles represent the most basic aspects of justice.

2. Relationship to related doctrines

1.31 Good faith is closely related to several other concepts. Equity, *pacta sunt servanda*, and estoppel often arise in parallel with the application of good faith in judicial decisions and with regard to the particular intent of the term in treaties and conventions. These concepts have a significant place in the discussion of good faith.
Furthermore, abuse of rights, abuse of process, and clean hands often overlap with the applicability of good faith. These related doctrines, applied as customary international law or as elements of non-binding precedent, serve to inform the application of the principle of good faith. Doctrines related to good faith are often applied as defences to performance of the treaty obligations. In particular, abuse of rights has been applied by state parties to defend against the applicability of the treaty or standards of treatment.

These related doctrines form the general fabric to the principle of good faith and its applicability in international investment law. As such, these doctrines are part of the broader characterization of the principle of good faith. Nonetheless, the distinction in the specific words used by the parties or the tribunal is important for fully locating the relevance to future precedent and the emerging body of international investment law.

This book includes *bona fides* and the translation of good faith into other languages, for example *buena fe*, *bonne foi*, and *Treu und Glauben*. The language chosen can have an impact. In the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), the Latin *bona fides* was used by the drafters of the convention for the probable reason that the term would not have the same tendency to transform over time, as for example might be the case if using the English version ‘good faith’.

In its explicit reference, within the obligations, to cooperation during conciliation, the ICSID Convention uses ‘good faith’ instead of *bona fides*. Tribunals also more consistently refer to applying the principle of ‘good faith’ in English. The French version and decisions refer to *bonne foi*. Likewise, the Spanish version of the Convention and relevant decisions follow this logic.

### D. The Various Forms of Good Faith

The principle of good faith is complex and full of varied definitions. Some scholars have divided it into procedural and substantive, others into subjective and objective; still others consider it applied and behavioural. One tribunal distinguished ‘material good faith’ from ‘procedural good faith’.

There are two basic applications of good faith. First, there is a performance aspect to good faith—considering the behaviour of the parties, including the host state’s observance of the investors’ rights and the conduct of the investors. Second, there is interpretative good faith with reference to the arbitral decisions and the interpretation of the treaties and relevant conventions.

Thus, for the purposes of this book, the principle of good faith is divided into these two applications: (1) good faith as a performance obligation and (2) good faith as an interpretative function.

### 1. Performance obligation

Good faith as a performance obligation reflects Article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT). Through the principle of *pacta sunt servanda*, Article 26 VCLT provides that treaty commitments must be observed. Kolb considers this a ‘necessary normative proposition’ and further indicates that ‘if the pledged word was not binding, an international legal order would be impossible’. Parties must first accept the obligations and rights derived from the performance of the treaty.

This performance function, however, extends further into the course of the investment, proceedings, and evidentiary submissions. This extension respects the contractual origins of international investment law. It parallels ideas of good faith and fair dealing in domestic contract law. Similar to contractual partners, the investor and the host state have undertaken a form of contractual commitment. Good faith actions align closely with these expectations. The actions during the course of the investment must respect that
commitment. The behaviour during the proceedings is a further extension of that commitment.

2. Interpretative function

1.41 The interpretative function of good faith reflects Article 31(1) of the VCLT, providing for treaty interpretation in good faith in light of the object and purpose. The principle of good faith allows the treaty to be expressed and applied in light of a broader, contextual focus.

a) Gap-filling function

1.42 Good faith is most frequently applied to fill gaps in the language of treaties. This usage reflects the limitations of language in treaties and agreements. The object and purpose of the treaty may provide for certain protections or obligations, but it is only through the tribunal’s interpretative application of good faith that those protections or obligations are realized. Good faith is thus applied to better establish the type and level of protection as intended.

1.43 Along these lines, ambiguities in definitions are often filled with good faith interpretation. ‘Nationality’ and ‘investor’ often require further rendering, dependent on the facts of the case. Parallel proceedings, typically regulated by lis pendens, may at times rely on good faith as a way of deciding grey areas. As such, parties and tribunals may apply the principle of good faith to fill the uncertainty where precision is lacking in the language—regardless of whether those ambiguities are intentional or unintentional.

b) Legitimizing/balancing function

1.44 Second, the principle of good faith is applied to legitimize decisions. Often tribunals rely on the principle to justify decisions on procedural issues such as evidence and costs. As the tribunals have wide discretion with regard to submission and consideration of evidence, the principle of good faith gives authority to a decision. Discretion alone would not hold the same persuasive authority. Similarly, no set rules dictate how a tribunal must allocate costs. (p. 14) In line with the general discretion provided, good faith allows a broader exploration of the circumstances of the case. This gives a level of ‘justified’ reasoning to those conclusions.

1.45 In parallel with legitimizing decisions, good faith rebalances a perceived imbalance. Although rare, there are instances where the principle is included in decisions in a manner that corrects. This corrective function in favour of host state values applies with regard to substantive protections.

c) Connecting function

1.46 Finally, more broadly, the principle of good faith connects international investment law to the more established framework of public international law. When a tribunal applies the principle, it accepts—implicitly or explicitly—the position of investor-state disputes within international law.

1.47 The application of the principle in this context sits at the intersection of international public and private law—derived from both treaties and contracts. Following the use of the principle helps better understand the evolution of the investor-state system, and more specifically the direction of the growth and changes. These changes move closer to either public international law or international commercial arbitration.

1.48 Ultimately, the power in using the principle of good faith rests in its ability to connect. It creates a connection between public and private law, between the domestic and the
international, and between developed and developing states. The principle allows for a deeper growth and development of international investment law.

3. Other elements of good faith

a) Good faith as a moral principle

1.49 There are also moral implications to the principle of good faith. Zoller concludes that good faith is an ethical principle—an ethical principle that nonetheless has practical application in its association to principles such as pacta sunt servanda and abus de droit. Cheng also considers the moral nature of the principle: ‘The enforcement of the principle of good faith may be considered as the enforcement of that degree of morality which is necessary for the functioning of the legal system.’

1.50 The question of why and how tribunals apply good faith naturally fits into questions of morality and law. Good faith acts as a natural moral barometer—a principle that cannot be applied independently but adds moral strength to the other express obligations. The principle guarantees a certain confidence in treaty partners that thus allows the system to function. Its origins in Roman religion further emphasize a necessary moral contemplation.

(p. 15) 1.51 Good faith, however, does not apply as a single-use application of ethical obligations: ‘It is not a simple ethical principle, when applied to law, even though it is also an ethical principle and was borrowed by law from the ethical realm.’ Instead, there is an acceptance that good faith applies as a means of ‘regulating’ certain behaviour and thus controls the absolute sovereignty of a state in its relations with other states, or, in this case, investors.

1.52 The principle serves an important role, acting as an unwritten, all-informing remedy to prevent unfair and unjust results. Judges and arbitrators, acting as the decision-makers, allow for an understanding of fairness, built on precedent and the body of law that creates the international legal order.

b) Law and language

1.53 The difficulty in objectively defining the principle of good faith stands as one of its greatest limitations, as well as its most important attribute. Language has limits. The term ‘good faith’ lacks a determinacy that is often preferred in black-letter law. This allows fluidity in its application when it does appear in the law.

1.54 The principle of good faith also holds the important role of informing where language and laws are unable to regulate behaviour. Limitations on language in an agreement or treaty are multiplied by the use of commonly understood languages in international treaty making. Treaties are often written in boilerplate language that may disrespect or disregard the specific relationship between the two contracting parties. Beyond misunderstandings, the words of laws cannot account for every situation, and often the more attempts made to detail requirements for behaviour, the more cracks and misunderstandings that arise.

E. Organization and Scope of the Study

1. Methodology

a) Previous scholarship on good faith

1.55 In the past decades, several full-length studies have examined the principle of good faith. These analyses have considered good faith in the World Trade Organization (WTO), good faith in the lex mercatoria, good faith in international economic law generally, and (p. 16) good faith in international law. Good faith in investment arbitration has been
considered from a number of perspectives, but no comprehensive study has considered its general applicability in investment treaty jurisprudence.

1.56 Grounding the study in the theoretical work conducted on good faith in international law, most recently the comprehensive study by Robert Kolb and earlier the work by Elisabeth Zoller as well as the formative work of Bin Cheng, this book focuses on how the principle impacts, informs, and directs international investment law specifically.

1.57 This theoretical framework illustrates the background for the importance of good faith in this context as well as others. It is the theories developed on how good faith functions in the international sphere that allow for its further expression in international investment disputes. This usage also defines the relationship between public international law and international investment law.

1.58 The studies of good faith in other fields of public international law—the law of the World Trade Organization (WTO), for example—can often be seen as a mirror to its applicability in international investment decisions. That WTO law should not be read in ‘clinical isolation’ is a frequent refrain in Panel and Appellate Body Reports. The application in international investment law is not as clear.

1.59 The studies on commercial law thereby show the reverse side of the looking glass. International commercial law draws extensively from the contractual obligations for fair dealing grounded in many domestic contract codes. These sensibilities regarding good faith and fair dealing have been transferred into international rules. Thus, this study draws heavily from these applications and this previous analysis on the functionality of good faith in international contracts. These applications parallel obligations of good faith arising out of public international law.

1.60 The application of good faith has many facets and complexities; setting its application as a gap filler against its more general role in informing the fair and equitable treatment protections demonstrates there is a pull on the principle. The requirements for good faith as an interpretative obligation, behavioural requirement, and basic contractual element combine in the hybrid field of investor-state dispute settlement.

1.61 The more specific studies already conducted on the application of good faith in international investment law are typically limited to one issue in international investment law. Bringing these studies together allows a more complete understanding of the principle. This study attempts to fill in the limitations of a singular study by offering a broader scope of examination—encompassing procedural, substantive, and theoretical considerations of good faith in investment decisions. The book builds on these previous, more specific studies by challenging the use of good faith in its multifarious roles.

1.62 The study is not exhaustive. This attempt to fill the gap in the scholarship will no doubt also create more questions and identify several areas where more careful consideration is necessary.

b) Method of analysis

1.63 The express use of the principle of good faith in relevant conventions, treaties, and rules provides the first step in the analysis of the use and application of the principle of good faith. Second, and most critically, the study uses the application of the principle in decisions as the main source of analysis.

1.64 The decisions of investment tribunals are composed of the arguments presented in the proceedings and submissions. The individual arguments of those involved informs the decisions. Parties make arguments that rely in part or in full on good faith. Subsequently, the tribunal summarizes those arguments in the decisions or addresses them in its own analysis of the arguments. The parties’ good faith arguments, the frequency of referral, and the amount of time spent on addressing the principle are buried in the decisions. Ultimately,
however, the amount of space the tribunal grants to the principle in the public decision is a certain indicator of its general usage in the entirety of the proceeding.

1.65 The opinions of individual arbitrators prove highly relevant in the examination of the principle as investment arbitration lacks the principle of *stare decisis*.

78 Although it can be difficult to distinguish the persuasive force of individual arbitrators from one decision to another, a pattern can be seen in the decisions of the arbitrators. These patterns reveal how the arbitrators perceive good faith specifically, and public international law generally, being appropriately used in the analysis of the issues in dispute.

79 (p. 18) 2. Chapter organization

1.66 By following the arbitral process temporally, the study provides a comprehensive overview of many of the ways in which tribunals apply good faith. This book uncovers tribunals’ uses of the principle to achieve certain results and parties’ uses to support their arguments. The book also addresses situations where good faith has not been applied or should not be applied.

1.67 Chapter 2 gives an overview of the definitions and construction of the principle of good faith in both the domestic and international contexts. Chapters 3 and 4 consider the role of good faith in the process of making the investment and maintaining the investment. Specifically, these chapters consider how some of the jurisdictional elements—namely ‘nationality’, ‘investment’, and ‘investor’—are affected when tribunals consider the requirements through the prism of good faith.

1.68 Chapter 5 turns to the admissibility requirements, specifically the requirements to negotiate in good faith and exhaust local remedies. This chapter is unique in the fact that ‘good faith’ is more deliberately implied in the treaty and convention obligations. Thus, instead of being a general principle of international law that is merely added to another existing obligation, analysing the negotiation process and assessing whether it meets the good faith standard is obligatory.

1.69 The next chapters turn to the aspects of good faith during proceedings. Chapter 6 addresses the role of national institutions and potential interference in the process of investment arbitration. This chapter considers the situation of parallel proceedings, highlighting a range of behaviours that panels have considered lacking in good faith, including cases where tribunals disregarded any consideration of good faith. Chapter 7 considers the particular issue of submission of evidence. The chapter considers the tribunal’s discretionary application of good faith to evidentiary requirements as a means of maintaining the right to a fair trial.

1.70 Chapters 8 and 9 address the substantive requirements in the treaties and their relationship with the principle of good faith. These ambiguous standards leave substantial interpretative space. As a result, tribunals apply the principle of good faith to inform the application of these standards. The chapters consider how good faith adds an element of morality in the judgment process that allows tribunals room to take decisions respecting the specific circumstances of the case as well as its impact on the system of international investment law as a whole.

1.71 The role of the principle of good faith—as well as related doctrines—in defences on the merits is considered in Chapter 10. This analysis takes note of the opening for state counterclaims and the defences to investment claims that are often derived from other areas of public international law.

1.72 Chapter 11 addresses the actors in the arbitral process. Soft law rules guiding arbitrator and counsel conflicts of interests closely relate to the ability of these arbitral actors to undertake their commitments to the parties in good faith. These issues of behaviour, conflicts, and transparency further extend to witnesses and third parties. The
The final substantive chapter, Chapter 12, considers how good faith behaviour factors into cost allocation decisions. This chapter offers a broad picture of good faith in the investment arbitral process. Many aspects of party behaviour during the process are considered by tribunals in taking these final cost and valuation decisions.

Chapter 13 concludes with an overall assessment of the results of using good faith as a principle in international investment law.
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